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Letter from the editor,

Welcome back to another year of the ESS newsletter. We had two very 
successful events in Europe this summer, the ESS Shakuhachi Summer School 
and the Prague Shakuhachi Festival. There are many reviews of both events in 
this issue from members who enjoyed and learned from their experiences. 

We launched the first ESS Journal at the summer school in London. Edited by 
Michael Soumei Coxall and Philip Horan, it includes articles by various ESS 
members. It has been a huge success and almost half the printed copies are 
sold. Unfortunately, we are unable to respond to individual requests to buy 
the Journal due to the high cost of posting single items. However, the Journal 
will be availabe at future ESS events. We are also able to bulk post copies 
(between 6 and 14 copies) to shakuhachi teachers and other organisations 
who feel they can sell the Journal. When they have sold the copies, they can 
reinbourse the ESS at events or through Paypal. The Journal sells for 20 euros 
for ESS members and 23 euros for non-members.  We hope to have the 
Journal available to buy online at a later date. 

Many thanks to the contributors of this edition, may of whom are first-time 
writers for the newsletter. We also appreciate the work of the translators.

Philip Horan.

Recital of Traditional and Modern Japanese Music

 Koto: Kameyama Kono
Shamisen: Naka Kaori

Shakuhachi: Michel Soumei Coxall

Sunday 11th December 2.30pm Pitt Rivers Museum, University of Oxford
Monday 5th December 7.00pm Brunei Gallery, SOAS, University of London

Both concerts are Free



To all the readers of the ESS Newsletter,

The summer is over and the cooler nights and colourful leaves show that autumn is here – at least 

in northern Europe. After yet another fine shakuhachi summer, it is a joy to see the different 

groups consistently organise events in Europe every year. This continent is thus not too bad a 

place for shakuhachi players today.

The ESS Shakuhachi Summer School began in London five years ago and this year it was hosted 

in London again – celebrating our first summer school back where it originated. This was 

celebrated with a very varied programme including shakuhachi making with Chiku Za, min’y" 

shakuhachi taught by Endo Yoshihiro and shakuhachi in enka music taught by Hazuki Demachi. 

At the Prague festival, Sakai Sh"d" was one of the main teachers representing Chikuh"-ry#, 

together with genres such as improvisation and electronic music. In Switzerland, the Chikuyusha 

group presented workshops and concerts with Tadashi Tajima and an annual summer workshop 

among their other activities.

I sincerely hope the shakuhachi activities will continue and the ESS can help getting the 

information about the events out so as many people as possible can make use of the events and 

meet other like-minded shakuhachi aficionados.

In 2012, the World Shakuhachi Festival will be held in Kyoto from May 31 to June 4. Hopefully 

many European players can go and participate despite the dates of the festival being earlier than 

our traditional summer vacation season. The events in Europe will be announced soon.

I wish you a great entry into the winter season with the possibility of many hours of cosy 

shakuhachi practice!

Kiku Day

ESS chairperson

$
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A summer of shakuhachi music: 
London and Prague 2011
by Joe Browning

Anyone who has attended a shakuhachi summer event in Europe will know that such events can 

feel like an unexpected and intense exposure to the instrument and its music. Of course today it’s 

possible to immerse yourself in shakuhachi recordings, but these summer events are a feast of 

live music, learning and interaction with other players. For some of us this is in stark contrast to 

the more limited diet of individual practice, enlivened by occasional lessons with a teacher, which 

make up the majority of our time with the instrument. 

This article presents a personal account of two events from the past summer – the ESS summer 

school in London and the Prague Shakuhachi Festival. By the end of both events this immersion, 

even overload, could be read on 

participants’ faces – sleep-

deprived, dizzy with the constant 

sound of shakuhachi, but somehow 

glad to be doing this all the same. 

Both events drew shakuhachi 

players from different schools 

across Europe and beyond. They 

featured classes on music in an 

incredible range of styles and 

genres, some of which are 

described below. Both summer 

events had a more cerebral side, 

with stimulating lectures re-

examining aspects of shakuhachi tradition and history (Gunnar Linder and Justin Williams), on 

reading notation (Sakai Sh"d"), playing North Indian classical music on shakuhachi (Philip 

Horan), and the shakuhachi in electroacoustic composition (Mike McInerney). And both included 

valuable classes on awareness and relaxation (Christopher Blasdel in Prague and Daniel Liferman 

in London). The London summer school also had a practical side in the form of two shakuhachi 

making workshops taught by Chiku Za, with expert assistance from European makers José Vargas 

and Philip Horan. I could write a separate article on all that was enjoyable and informative in 

these workshops – an extremely rare opportunity in Europe.

All this was made possible by the high quality, energy and commitment of teachers and event 

organisers. Kiku Day and Michael Coxall lead the way in London; Marek Matvija, Vlastislav 

Matou%ek and Christopher Blasdel were crucial in Prague; but of course large teams of people 

were essential in making both events a success. It would be impossible to describe all that went 
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on in these summer events, so here I've focused on the many concerts. Rather than treating the 

concerts in Prague and London separately, I've tried to weave them together. What follows is a 

series of brief interlinked sketches, grouped around particular pieces or themes, which hopefully 

will convey at least a fraction of the diversity and richness that characterised both meetings.

S"kyoku-jiuta

Both the London and Prague events included several pieces from the repertoire for koto, 

shamisen and shakuhachi. Shin Musume Dojoji, Aki no Kyoku and Chidori no Kyoku featured 

Michael Coxall, Christopher Blasdel and Gunnar Linder on shakuhachi respectively. While much 

could be said about the different performances, I was struck by the audible fact that these three 

players shared a teacher in the late Living National Treasure, Yamaguchi Gor". While each had 

their own distinct character, this brought a remarkable connectedness to the various 

performances. Perhaps it is my imagination but these three players seem to share much, even in 

their embouchure and way of holding the flute; certainly they share a refinement and purity of 

sound. This gracefulness belies the considerable powers of endurance and musicality needed for 

playing sankyoku. And of course in all this the shakuhachi plays only a supporting role - the koto, 

shamisen and voice are key. Kitamura Keiko and Onishi Masako in London and Kuroyanagi 

Minako in Prague brought an important dimension to these events, both through their teaching 

and many impressive performances in a variety of genres.

Tsuru no Sugomori

Prague

Gunnar Jinmei Linder's performance of S"kaku Reibo was a masterful rendition of the ‘crane 

piece’ of the Kinko repertoire. Perhaps more so than in other versions of Tsuru no Sugomori, the 

tension in this piece is between formal design and the liveliness that any ‘crane piece’ demands. 

The refinement of Gunnar's playing provided both structural clarity and crystal-clear execution of 

the many dancing, bubbling ornaments.

London

For the second London concert, Véronique Piron and Horacio Curti devised an unusual two-part 

version of Tsuru no Sugomori. Horacio’s powerful, metallic sound opened the performance with 

repetitions of otsu no ro; Véronique's intensely musical playing brought the piece to a close; and 

both dealt expertly with the piece's mix of melodic passages and unusual effects. In between, 

what made this performance particularly special was the moment when Véronique joined Horacio 

centre stage to play the freer middle-section of the piece. One performance would have been 

complex enough, what with the trills, glissandi, flutter-tonguing and various other extended 

techniques, but two simultaneous renditions made for an extremely exciting performance, full of 

very mobile sounds overlapping, diverging and re-connecting.
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Prague

Given that Sakai Sh"d" has released a CD titled “Five Metamorphoses of Nesting Cranes,” his 

Prague performance of Tsuru no Sugomori was clearly not to be missed. His extremely dynamic 

playing style was well suited to this unusually extended version which seems to spend longer 

investigating each section of the piece. With wild shifts in volume, fluid pitch bends, extremely 

long passages of flutter-tonguing – not to mention a performance style which engages the whole 

body – Sakai Sh"d" explored the huge range of possibilities that this piece allows. His 

performance reminds us how much this piece shares with and has influenced contemporary 

repertoire for the shakuhachi. Indeed, the dynamism of Sakai Sh"d"’s playing, and that of his 

assistants Nakamatsu Kaiho and Sano Yachiho, meant that all their performances, even of 

honkyoku, fitted well with the Prague festival’s emphasis on new music.

New Music

Prague

The Prague Shakuhachi Festival showcased a variety of contemporary music by composers inside 

and outside Japan, from live electronics to audiovisual projects and avant-garde chamber works, 

as well as an unusual amount of improvised music. Such an abundance of new compositions and 

genres is marking this festival as a major gathering-point for composers, performers and students 

of contemporary shakuhachi music. Two concerts devoted almost entirely to contemporary music 

saw the shakuhachi in a range of contexts and joined by many different instruments. Steve Cohn's 

inventive improvisations on shakuhachi, piano, mouth organ and other instruments were matched 

with spontaneity and flair by George Cremaschi on bass and Liz Albee on trumpet. Vlastislav 

Matou%ek’s piece for shakuhachi and string quartet blended bowed string and woodwind sounds 

to luminous effect, and this ensemble was augmented by two female voices, bass, trumpet, piano 

and other instruments to give compellingly odd instrumental textures in John Cage's Variations 

No. 1. Among the more remarkable instruments to join the shakuhachi on-stage was the theremin, 

an early electronic instrument played by moving the hands in relation to – but without touching – 

two metal antennas. Jim Franklin's Songs from the Lake #2, for shakuhachi, theremin and live 

electronics is remarkable as a feat of performance because both shakuhachi and theremin are 

played simultaneously by a solo performer. The piece also proved deeply melodic and finely 

textured, with something of the musical flow that Jim Franklin also brought to his performance of 

the honkyoku Takiochi (“Waterfall falling”) in a later concert. Another outstanding example of a 

piece which bridged the divide between contemporary compositions and more traditional 

shakuhachi genres was Christopher Blasdel's performance of Byoh. Occupying a thoroughly 

modern sound-world, this shakuhachi solo, composed by Hirose Ry"hei in 1972, nonetheless 

shares something of the spirit of honkyoku. Moving to a different area of the stage for each 

section of the piece, Christopher Yohmei Blasdel combined extreme sensitivity with dramatic 

flourishes, integrating the piece's contrasting moods with a refined sense of timing and tone. 

Finally, it would be impossible not to mention Attracted by Light, a collaboration between Slavek 

Kwi and Vlastislav Matou%ek, which brought improvisatory shakuhachi alongside a dizzying 

array of sound sources, from pre-recorded sounds of fish, bees, trains and termites, to live-

processed underwater noises and the rushing sound of enormous sound-flags waved over the 

audience amid strobing lights. This last piece had to be heard to be believed. 
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London

Demachi Hazuki brought a very different kind of new music to the 

London summer school with classes and performances of enka, a 

genre of Japanese popular music which shares some characteristics 

and themes with traditional genres. The sweet tone and understated, 

highly musical style of her shakuhachi playing – often with pre-

recorded accompaniments on strings and synthesizer – brought much 

valued lightness and emotion in what was the first, but hopefully not 

the last, appearance of enka in an ESS event.

New (Old) Music

London

A highlight of this summer 

school was the focus on min'y", 

Japanese folk song. Like enka, 

min'y" shakuhachi has very 

rarely been taught or performed 

in Europe, despite the fact that 

in Japan, min'y" is the most 

popular genre of shakuhachi 

playing. So this music was new 

in that it had never before been 

represented at an ESS summer 

school. European players were 

introduced to this genre by a 

team including professional 

shakuhachi player End" 

Yoshihiro, former professional 

min’y" singer Yoshie Asano-Campbell, scholar and performer Dr David Hughes, singer Sylvia 

Woolridge and shakuhachi player Chris Mau. Expert and enthusiastic ambassadors for this music, 

they brought the first London concert to a wonderful close with a min'y" medley. The 

performances were a pleasure to see and hear: Yoshie Asano-Campbell's powerful and captivating 

voice filled the room, the ornamented lines of End" Yoshihiro's shakuhachi curling around the 

sung melody, all with lively accompaniments and interjections on drum, shamisen and voice. 

David Hughes' explanations and translations gave further life to these sometimes nostalgic, 

sometimes erotic songs. What better contrast and compliment to the often formal and austere 

sounds and styles of other genres.
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Prague

The Prague meeting also brought music to Europe for the first time when Justin Senryu Williams 

played Myoan Shimpo-ry# Sou Mukaiji, a piece which he explained had probably never been 

performed in Europe before. Sou Mukaiji is a fascinating and subtle piece, strange to some 

listeners because of the unusually high pitch of certain meri notes. This was an exquisite 

performance, largely delicate but with a strength of tone emerging where necessary. The word 

‘peaceful’ is possibly overused in describing shakuhachi music, but deserved in this case.

Koku

Prague

The performance of Koku by Vlastislav Matou%ek, director of the Prague Shakuhachi Festival, 

could have turned out quite differently. Before playing, he explained that he had chosen to use a 

particularly old flute (I forget precisely how old, but an Edo-period shakuhachi), one which he 

greatly valued for its character and history, but which was challenging and unstable when played. 

In different hands, a performance on this flute might have sounded like a struggle, but instead this 

was a distinctive interpretation, full of rough, wind-like sounds and long tones rich with 

harmonics. As the piece progressed, Vlastislav Matou%ek shaped a concentrated performance 

from these unpredictable sounds, bringing it to a close with a few strikes to a hand-bell which 

hung from his wrist throughout the performance.

London

The performance of Koku by Chiku Za (aka Kodama Hiroyuki) counts among the highlights of 

my year in terms of listening to shakuhachi music. Although teaching shakuhachi making, not 

performance, at the London summer school, Chiku Za did play two honkyoku – Shingetsu and 

Koku – in the evening concerts, using an extremely long flute on both occasions. While clearly 

indebted to his teacher, Okuda Atsuya, Chiku Za has developed a very personal way of 

interpreting honkyoku. One compelling aspect was the physicality and intense concentration 

needed to uncover the potential of such a large instrument: this alone had me on the edge of my 

seat throughout the performance. But beyond this was the sound: an always purposeful tone at 

turns deep and ethereal; moments, 

perhaps in moving between the high 

and low registers, when it seemed a 

sound could be heard to physically 

travel along the body of the 

instrument; an extraordinary bell-like 

vibrato between the reiterations of the 

tsu-re figure which opens and reoccurs 

throughout the piece. But this hardly 

begins to describe what made this a 

most remarkable performance, in a 

summer of remarkable shakuhachi-

related events.
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The shakuhachi making workshop at the 
ESS Summer School 2011
 by Annelies Nederbragt

The workshop was conducted by Chiku Za. The meaning of his name is special. Chiku means 

bamboo (as in hocchiku) and za means sitting (which also forms a part of the word zazen or 

sitting meditation). Chiku Za is also known as Kodama Hiroyuki. The workshop was a great 

success with the help of José Vargas from Spain and Philip Horan from Ireland.

I am sure the other students enjoyed the workshop because I could feel the solidarity for the two 

whole days and everybody even forgot their coffee break. I never did anything like this before, 

apart from a long time ago, when I studied occupational therapy. At that time, I got a lot of 

experience with woodcraft and found out this time that I didn't lose my skills. Working on the 

ground with the bench was new to me but no problem because of my yoga exercises.

That brings me to the reason 

for making a shakuhachi. I 

wanted to make a long one - 

3.0 – for the purpose of 

meditation. I didn't realise that 

the width of your fingers could 

be a restriction. So I send José 

the measurements of my hand 

span from the tip of the thumb 

to pinky, with the hand 

stretched. And then he said I 

can play a 3.0 or 3.1. Even 

students who cannot spread 

their fingers enough have the 

ability to play longer 

shakuhachi. The hands of José 

are shorter than mine and now 

he can play a 3.3 or even a 3.4. 

So I made a 3.0 shakuhachi with a nice low tone and I am not so concerned about the pitch. With 

this length, I don't play together with anybody. I only play honkyoku and use for meditation and – 

surprise – I can play all the Myoan music which I learned on the kyotaku.

It was amazing to enter the workshop room, the ground completely covered with cardboard, all 

the tools ready for using and most impressive of all, the bamboo on the ground, separated into 

Chinese and Japanese madake bamboo according to size. We all made a Japanese bamboo flute 

which is named hocchiku. The flute is in one piece, without ji (jinashi); the node membrane still 

visible, only cut through and no inlay in the utaguchi.
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Chiku Za demonstrated first of all the techniques that we supposed to use, except for bending the 

bamboo to the right position with a gas flame. He demonstrated this to us and warned us not to do 

ourselves because of the risk of cracking the bamboo. And for safety, he bored our first and 

second hole to make sure we had the center point in the right place. And of course, he checked 

and adjusted each hocchiku himself twice so we were sure to get a flute with nice tuning. In my 

case, after two weeks blowing at home, I have a nice low tone in both octaves and always play 

Yamato Choshi Myoan style on my 3.0 before I go to bed. Chiku Za even demonstrated how to 

move a hole by closing the hole with bamboo sawdust and super glue and then bore a new hole. 

The demonstration was so easy that now I can do it for myself at home without any difficulty.

We started with sawing the flute to the right length, then sawing the utaguchi. After opening the 

bore by hand from the end of the bamboo, and opening the other nodes, we could play a ro in no 

time. Then we drilled the other holes, did some sanding and  learned how to bind a crack. And at 

the end, luckily, nobody had a crack in their shakuhachi and left with a well-tuned piece of 

bamboo to blow.
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Report of the Prague Shakuhachi Festival 
2011

 by Annelies Nederbragt

In my opinion the festival was a great success. It was special to be able to follow the lessons of 

Sakai Sh"d", head of the Chikuh" school in Japan. Sensei taught the students four pieces of the 

Shimpo-ry#, which have a different notation to the Kinko style. The Shimpo-ry# notation Fu-Ho-

U-E-YA-I. has a pronunciation with soft sounds which makes it easier to sing the melody than the 

sharp sounds of the Ro-Tsu-Re-Ri-Chi style. Furthermore, the name of each note has a specific 

meaning. The Shimpo-ry# is totally different from other styles, especially the spiritual aspect.

( http://www.dejapansebamboefluit.nl/galerie/shinpo%20ryu.html)

Sensei brought two students with him, Nakamatsu Kaiho and Sano Yachiho, who were very 

helpful during the lessons, while Christopher Blasdel translated from Japanese to English. Sensei 

taught us Hachi Gaeshi, Shimpo-ry# Choshi, Murasaki Reibo and Shoko Mon. The pieces are 

really wonderful and made it worthwhile to follow the lessons and get used to the notation. 

Haechi Gaeshi is a very short piece and in fact a begging song. Komus! monks played this song 

for you after you put money on their fan. Without touching the money, they let it slide into their 

belly bag. Shoko Mon gives you the feeling of sadness because of the meri notes in the first part 

while the second part is more powerful (almost angry). After finishing the pieces, sensei told us 

we can play them now as komus! monks, walking through the streets of Japan while begging. Of 

course with permission of the Myoan temple........which they never give.

Besides the lessons of Sakai Sh"d", everybody had the opportunity to follow the lessons of their 

level and style. Beginners’ lessons by Gunnar Linder, sankyoku, a case study of Byoh, a 

comparison of Chôshi (Nezasa-ha, Myôan & Kinko) by Christopher Blasdel, Dawn and Taki 

Otoshi from the Chikuhai school by Jim Franklin, the compositions of Vlastic Matou%ek and 

improvisation by Steve Cohn. Even koto lessons by Minako Kuroyanagi. The concerts were 

impressive, although the opening concert of shakuhachi and electronics was not my favourite. 

The two teachers’ concerts were wonderful, the teachers playing their pieces from the lessons and 

Sakai Sh"d" with his magnificent performances. And don't forgot at the end, the last concert of 

the students, but I wasn't there because of a blunder with my travel schedule. And of course, I 

took a lot of photos which you can find on my website: http://www.dejapansebamboefluit.nl/

galerie/galerie.html.
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My Summer with Bamboo Flutes

by Hyelim Kim: Taeg!m (Korean transverse flute) 
player

The ESS Summer School, held in London, was one of my best experiences encountering the 

ancient instrument from Japan. As a traditional Korean flute (taeg&m) player, I have always been 

attracted to its counterpart in Japan, due to the fact that these two flutes are made of the same 

material (bamboo) and are from East Asian countries neighbouring each other. Actually, my 

interest toward the connection was initiated since I attended the 2004 World Shakuhachi Festival 

in New York City as an observer. This first experience led into another involvement at the next 

2008 World Shakuhachi Festival in Sydney. After that, I also attended the 2009 New York Omi 

Residency program in which I met various artists from all around the world, including a 

shakuhachi player. Through that experience, I discovered that this enchanting instrument had a lot 

of similarities with the taeg&m. The many sources of information in conjuction with the music 

helped expand my perception of the technical spectrum and cultural context of the Korean flute.

As for the ESS Summer School, I acted as a volunteer to give myself a wider perspectives of the 

event. This enabled me to have an objective intimacy towards many participants which allowed 

me to discern the importance of the spiritual part of the 

performance culture of the shakuhachi. Another perspective I 

gathered was as a learner grasping basic techniques and the 

preparation to become a physically and emotional shakuhachi 

player. I was so pleased to discover the unique parts of this 

culture; especially the meticulously prescribed techniques and the 

strict transmission of rules including reverence toward the sensei. 

In fact, in Korean folk culture, one of the main set-ups for taeg&m 

performance is the relatively flexible format, allowing some 

improvisatory elements. Finally, I was invited to introduce Korean 

culture by performing the taeg&m during the second night of the 

concert series. I assumed beforehand that the audience, who 

observed me playing the taeg&m on stage, were forced to compare 

the cultural context of performance of both instruments. In fact, I 

was astonished by the openness of the shakuhachi players who 

accepted Korean music as pure sound, not thinking much of 

cultural constraints. Maybe this openness of shakuhachi players allows the shakuhachi to be 

accepted in various settings, ranging from private meditation to festive public events. The level of 

precision and musical versatility must be a catalyst in making the shakuhachi beloved among 

non-Japanese people. In addition to the presentation, I also tried to create new pieces for two 

flutes by interacting with other shakuhachi musicians. This creative collaboration gave me a fresh 

and personalised understanding of the two instruments, in addition to the socially coded aspects I 

learnt throught the workshops.
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How can the outcomes of a 

contemporary meeting between 

Korean and Japanese flutes be 

revitalised in line with the historical 

relationship? To find this out, I am 

still practicing the meri and kari 

techniques on my shakuhachi. I 

believe that the similarities and 

differences between both 

instruments will bring me to more 

certain conclusions in the near 

future. I would like to thank all the 

sensei and participants I met at the 

summer school for helping me to 

embark on a new voyage of discovery. 
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The ESS Shakuhachi Summer School 
by Hazuki Demachi

I participated in the ESS Shakuhachi Summer School 2011 in London as a shakuhachi teacher. 

This summer school was a precious event providing us with a chance to meet so many 

shakuhachi players from all over Europe. I had a wonderful time there and was impressed by the 

following three points.

Firstly, I was amazed at the wide variety of classes. Students could learn three kinds of honkyoku 

as well as kokyoku, shinkyoku, min’y", shakuhachi making, enka, koto, shamisen, meditation 

etc. In Japan, people can usually only learn the pieces of the school they belong to. Of course, 

there are also some one-shot lectures open to everyone in Japan, but it was the first time for me to 

see such a large collection of shakuhachi classes.

Secondly, I was deeply impressed by 

the highly motivated students. Due to 

the lack of shakuhachi teachers in 

Europe, many students seem to 

usually practice shakuhachi by 

themselves. Probably because of that, 

the students were very eager and 

sincere; many students asked 

questions in class and even after class 

some students continued to practice 

shakuhachi. The honkyoku textbooks 

recommended in class were sold out 

at the stall of the ESS, which I also 

had wanted to buy.

Thirdly, I was surprised at the difference in the way of teaching between Europe and Japan. In the 

Japanese tradition, teachers tend not to give every possible help but recommend students to learn 

by just watching and listening to their teachers' performance. But at the ESS Shakuhachi Summer 

School, teachers seemed to teach shakuhachi step by step explaining each technique in detail. 

Although the former method has many merits, I think the latter method is suitable for European 

students, especially when they are beginners.

I really enjoyed the ESS Shakuhachi Summer School as a teacher and as a student surrounded by 

those who love Japanese culture – not only shakuhachi but also Japanese language, karate, 

animations, TV shows, Zen etc. I appreciate all the participants and would very much like to join 

again next year.
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Prague review by Hélène Codjo

For the second year running, I went to the Prague Shakuhachi Festival. Both years it was 

extraordinary. I particularly like the openness to contemporary music and the experimentations 

with other instruments, improvisations, electronics, even though I’m not always convinced by the 

result!

The regular presence of Christopher Yohmei Blasdel, Jim Franklin and Gunnar Jinmei Linder 

gives us the possibility to look again at the foundations of our shakuhachi practice from one year 

to the next. And each year comes a different Japanese master who gives us the opportunity to 

discover new styles and new schools.

This year we were especially lucky with Sakai Sh"d". His style Shimpo-ryû, which is not very 

well known abroad, is so surprising and different from anything I knew so far! Even the notation 

and the names of the notes! I particularly appreciated listening to him in concert, playing solo or 

in duet or trio with his disciples and/or the koto, and to get the chance to discover the variety and 

deepness of his playing.

I was also impressed by the system used by Jim Franklin with the theremin and how well he 

mastered it. With this system especially made for him, all single movements of his body have an 

influence on the pitch and duration of the wave produced by the theremin, which allows him to 

play this instrument (which is normally conducted by the hands) with the hands playing the 

shakuhachi. The visual involvement of the body is thus totally different from a normal concert 

and reminds me of martial arts. In addition to the Theremin’s wave, the sounds are transformed 

by an electronic system used by Jim, plus the sound of shakuhachi. It is truly a simultaneous 

composition for three instruments that plays Jim ‘con brio’ and that he presented to us during the 

opening concert with the premiere of his piece «$Lake #2$». Nevertheless, it would difficult to 

follow in his tracks…

Another discovery was the improvisation lessons 

with Steve Cohn, jazz pianist and shakuhachi 

player. Having himself providing links between 

jazz and shakuhachi, he guided us on surprising 

paths that opened new perspectives in my personal 

practice. The improvisations played during the 

students’ concert with Jean-François Lagrost, 

Justin Senryu Williams and Marek Matvija was a 

big success. But I also found it very interesting to 

see him teaching students of any level and to listen 

to the results.

Another strong moment was the sankyoku lessons 
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on Shin Takasago with Gunnar Jinmei Linder. It was only my second experience in sankyoku but 

thanks to the work of the previous year on Yûgao, I felt much more at ease. Many thanks to 

Kuroyanagi Minako for playing with us at the students’ concert.

The students’ concert was inventive 

and of a good level. From the 

‘shakublues’ to the ‘shakuhachi-sitar 

duet,’ the pieces studied in no time 

by the students were well played and 

reflected the high quality of the 

teaching. Let’s not forget the koto 

students and their awesome version 

of Sakura sakura!

The teachers’ concerts were excellent 

as usual! And Prague won’t be 

Prague without the creativity of the 

compositions of Vlatislav Matou%ek, 

especially his blinding/dazzling/

strobe lighting Attracted by light…

The matinee concert on Sunday, which was held in a different place (the tower of the faculty), 

was a very good moment for discovering and sharing music in a very nice acoustic. I was very 

honoured and happy to perform there.

I miss now the morning ro-buki in the courtyard. 

It’s such a nice way to start the day! But I know 

that these intense four days will nourish the rest of 

my year until my next meeting with you all!
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Looking back at five years of the 
Prague Shakuhachi Festival

by Marek Matvija

The Prague Shakuhachi Festival is an event which hosts concerts, workshops on Japanese 

musical instruments, a music conference and, in the past two years, film projections and 

audiovisual installations. In 2011, the Music and Dance Faculty of the Academy of Performing 

Arts in Prague offered its exclusive facilities for the second time. In this article, I would like to 

touch upon the festival's history and some of the ideas that stand behind it.

In 2007, along with Vlastislav Matou%ek, a renowned Czech ethnomusicologist and composer, 

and Christopher Yohmei Blasdel, a shakuhachi player based in Tokyo, we decided to create a 

festival that would bring exceptional performers of Japanese music to Prague each year and, also, 

enable local artists to collaborate with them on cross-genre projects. The aim of the festival is to 

present Japanese music and experimental music to Czech audiences and to integrate the 

shakuhachi into the context of the Czech art scene. We understand the widening and change of 

musical discourse as an 

opportunity to offer 

people new perspectives 

and horizons, not only 

on music, but also on 

other aspects of social 

life. For us, music is a 

way of thinking about 

the world. Personally, I 

sometimes encounter 

claims that music has to 

have rhythm, melody 

and this and that. It 

doesn't. Japanese music 

is a beautiful example of 

this and when performed 

by top musicians, it is 

breathtaking. It works with different notations and aesthetics, yet it speaks to the heart. I deem 

that the present state of our society can really benefit from new perspectives.

The five evenings of the Prague Shakuhachi Festival is divided according to different genres: 

electroacoustic music, contemporary music, Japanese spiritual music and a main concert. Every 

year the festival finishes with a student concert featuring the attendees of the festival courses 

which focuses on contemporary and traditional music.
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Apart from the extraordinary players on Japanese instruments, in past years the festival featured 

such persona as Emerson prize winner James Ragan, sound artist Slavek Kwi and Jind'ich 

Chalupeck(, prize laureate Radim Labuda and many other artists from different fields. Stanislav 

Abrahám is working on a electroacoustic project with Christopher Yohmei Blasdel for several 

years now. Anna Fliegerová, who attended the festival koto course several times, now 

successfully performs contemporary music with the Berg Orchestra.

Shakuhachi was one of the first instruments which spread outside of Japan. At the end of the 

1960s, the interest in this instrument was accelerated by composers Toru Takemitsu, John Cage 

and Henry Cowell. Western intellectuals, intrigued by Zen, also got interested in the traditional 

spiritual music of the shakuhachi. Some of them even travelled to Japan and have become 

masters of this instrument. Currently, we find excellent players all over Europe, North America 

and Australia. The shakuhachi may very well be close to becoming a global musical instrument.

In spite of that, the 

shakuhachi and Japanese 

music in general is 

relatively unknown in the 

Czech Republic. During 

the first years of the 

festival, we encountered 

low attendance at festival 

concerts. We didn't want 

an event for families with 

children, where people 

just got a glimpse of 

different aspects of Japan 

such as samurai, 

calligraphy and maybe a 

koto player and then 

move on to another 

exhibit of the cabinet of curiosities. Since the very beginning, we prepared an event which should 

attract intellectuals and the artistic community, an event which would not compromise between 

quality and plain attractions. This situation led me to re-think the meaning of the genre itself.

My conclusion was that, from the standpoint of the event promoter, the meaning of a genre goes 

only as far as people are familiar with the music it represents. When they are not familiar with it, 

people are not inclined to come. Such is the situation with the genres of Japanese and 

contemporary music. After a couple of years of struggle to attract larger audiences, we decided to 

approach the matter in a different way. In part, we have given up explaining what the potential 

visitor will hear and tried to emphasise the very fact that he doesn't know. In the past two years, 

this strategy was exemplified by festival tag-lines: "Music you haven't heard" (2010) and 

"Beyond Silence" (2011). Therefore, our audience is recruited from people open to new things. 

Last year, the festival had about six hundred visitors.
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The year 2010 was a breakthrough. That year, thanks to the cooperation of the European 

Shakuhachi Society, Prague was pronounced the official European event. Workshops led by 

masters from Japan, Europe, Australia and the United States were attended by participants from 

sixteen countries, including Japan. The conference hosted one of the great experts on Japanese 

music, Shimura Satoshi, associate professor at Osaka University. The festival projections showed 

two Japanese feature-length films and a selection of short films from Kunitachi College, Tokyo. 

Overall, the festival received a positive response from the Japanese music community. Thanks to 

this, this year, we were able to invite a leading player of one of the most important schools of 

traditional music, the Chikuh"-ry#, master Sakai Sh"d", who arrived in the company of two other 

Chikuh"-ry# players and a wonderful koto player, Minako Kuroyanagi. For the very first time, 

the festival featured the world premiere of two compositions. For the first time, the festival 

featured totally improvised music of American musicians Steve Cohn, George Cremaschi and Liz 

Allbee and a sound-art performance by Slavek Kwi. This year, the festival courses were attended 

by students from twelve countries and led by exceptional players from around the world. The 

festival programme was complemented by audiovisual installations by young Czech artists. 

Hence, I hope it is fair to say that we have managed to keep the momentum we gained in 2010.

In the future, we would like to welcome more Czech musicians at the festival workshops, gain 

larger support from the private sector and further continue to profile the festival as a prestigious 

event which will receive wider attention in and outside of the Czech Republic. I hope that during 

August 24-28, 2012 Prague will continue to break musical horizons.
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A small report from the workshop led by 
Justin Senryu Williams by Vít Rozkovec

The workshop took place at one room at Lublanska street at Vlastislav's place. We were three 

students there, Vlastislav, Frantisek and me, Vit. The workshop took three days, which was very 

nice because in the end we went through and played each piece a couple of times - there was no 

need to hurry. First lesson was on Friday afternoon and on Saturday and Sunday, we started in the 

morning and continued into the afternoon after a short after-lunch siesta.

The pieces that we studied were Honte-shirabe, Shizu and Taki Ochi from Seien-ry#, Shirabe 

from Kimpu-ry# and Shirabe from Fudaiken temple. Justin came well prepared. He was patiently 

correcting our postures and was attentive to our playing, correcting our mistakes immediately. We 

studied the pieces phrase by phrase. First, Justin played the phrase for us, then we played it all 

together and then each of us alone.$

As a person who considers himself a beginner, I liked the Seien-ry# style most, with its direct 

approach and meditative nature that lack the ornamentation which you can find in other styles and 

schools. After the lecture on Friday and Saturday, we spent nice evenings at concerts where Justin 

was playing. On Friday, it was here in Prague in one small tea-room where Justin had his solo 

concert in front of a room almost full of people. It was a nice atmosphere with people interested 

in the instrument (and some of them in the player). The next day we went to Pilsen where Justin  

played with Vlastislav and Marek in another tea room, but this one was more intimate. It was a 

smaller place with less people and the person 

running it was fond of Japanese culture. At the 

end of the course, our scores got Justin's stamp 

and after the last visit to a nearby pub we 

parted, going towards the next adventure that 

may await us. Thanks Justin! We had a nice 

time.
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Cardboard Zen by Ian Skyes

I’ve been playing for about a year now, using a bamboo flute bought from Monty and I love it, 

but I was reading about how the Fuke monks would just wander off into the forest, lop off a piece 

of bamboo, stick a few holes in it and start playing.

Sadly this is not possible in Dublin, so I had to make do with a trip to the supermarket where I 

found a tube of baking foil for cooking the Christmas turkey which was a suitable length and 

thickness. The baking foil was discarded (no turkeys were harmed in researching this article) and 

with the help of a modeling knife and some brown ink, half an hour later, voila!

I wasn’t surprised that it looks like a shakuhachi, but 

I was surprised by how good it sounds. The out of 

tune and fluffed notes are my fault, not the flutes – it 

does a full two octaves and has a reasonable meri.

I feel much more like a real Zen monk now and it 

will save me a fortune – the tube cost me )2 but 

most houses have got one lying around in a 

cupboard somewhere.

 Two questions for ESS readers:

a) can anyone do better (photo and recording 

required – no cheating) for less than say )5?

b) does anyone want to buy an excellent 2.0 

shakuhachi?
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Membership of the European Shakuhachi Society

Membership of the ESS is open both to players of the 
shakuhachi and to non-players who are interested in the 
music of the shakuhachi in all its forms. 

Since the ESS is not affiliated with a particular school or aesthetic direction, its 
members represent a broad cross-section of styles and genres of shakuhachi.

Supporting ESS through joining is a means of helping maintain a coordinating resource 
of the shakuhachi in Europe. 

The benefits of membership include access to information about shakuhachi events 
and tuition throughout Europe and beyond, as well as discounted participation fees at 
events such as the European Shakuhachi Summer Schools.

The membership fee is !20. To join the ESS:

 • Please send email, giving your name and contact details, and if you wish, a little 
information about your interest in and experience with the shakuhachi.

 • and pay the membership fee by Pay-Pal."
If you cannot make payment using this method, please send an email to

 ess-member@shakuhachisociety.eu ."

We look forward to welcoming you into the European Shakuhachi Society!

• Join the ESS Shakuhachi Forum at http://www.shakuhachiforum.eu/index.php

• Visit our yahoo mailing group at http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/Euroshak/

• Learn about upcoming events on the European Shakuhachi Society website at http://
www.shakuhachisociety.eu/

• Join our Facebook group.

The European Shakuhachi Society is a registered charity. Registered charity no. 1123060.
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